
PATRIOT3 MARITIME



REVOLUTIONARY BY DESIGN

P3M delivers next generation gear for 
the maritime operator. From long range 
MarOps to Combat Swimmer equipment; 
our focus is to enhance the effectiveness of 
the operator in the maritime environment.



*Engines are shown without P3M Engine Cage.

30MRL

20 in

160 lbs

2-stroke, Inline 2-cylinder

2.992 x 2.500 in
(76.0 mm x 63.5 mm)

35.1 in (863 cm)

Rope Start

Manual

30hp @ 5800 RPM

5500-6000 RPM

2.15:1

E-TEC Direct-Injection

Spark-Ignited

Water-cooled, Open Loop

Programmable Pump,
On-board Oil Tank

Tiller Handle

JP-A, JP-5, JP-8, Jet-A, Jet-B, 
Kerosene, Gasoline

Diesel

55MRL

20 in

250 lbs

2-stroke, Inline 2-cylinder

3.601 x 2.588 in
(91.0 mm x 66.0 mm)

52.7 in (863 cm)

Rope Start

Manual

55hp @ 5500 RPM

5500-6000 RPM

2.67:1

E-TEC Direct-Injection

Spark-Ignited

Water-cooled, Open Loop

Programmable Pump,
On-board Oil Tank

Tiller Handle

JP-A, JP-5, JP-8, Jet-A, Jet-B, 
Kerosene, Gasoline

Diesel

55MJRL

20 in

270 lbs

2-stroke, Inline 2-cylinder

3.601 x 2.588 in
(91.0 mm x 66.0 mm)

52.7 in (863 cm)

Rope Start

Manual

55hp @ 5500 RPM

5500-6000 RPM

2.67:1

E-TEC Direct-Injection

Spark-Ignited

Water-cooled, Open Loop

Programmable Pump,
On-board Oil Tank

Tiller Handle

JP-A, JP-5, JP-8, Jet-A, Jet-B, 
Kerosene, Gasoline

Diesel

MODEL:

Shaft Length:

Weight (wet):

Engine Type:

Bore & Stroke:

Displacement:

Starter:

Tilt Mechanism:

Propshaft Power:

Operating Range:

Gear Ratio:

Fueling:

Ignition Type:

Cooling:

Lubrication:

Steering:

Primary Fuels:

Emergency Fuels:

Patriot3 recommends and offers Evinrude Multi-Fuel Engines (MFE). These engines have the power and guts to 
take on the toughest assignments and never back down. The MFE’s are made specifically for and sold exclusively 
to the military. Every day, the US military depends on MFE technology to complete their missions and get their 
personnel home safely. 

The MFE is the first outboard engine ever that is capable of running on multiple fuel types, including kerosene, 
JP-4, JP-5, JP-8, Jet A and Jet B as well as standard gasoline. Change fuel settings at the flip of a switch, without 
compromising performance. Evinrude E-TEC technology is incorporated throughout the design. Evinrude’s 
E-TEC injectors, fuel system and onboard computer make the multi-fuel capability possible.

Every MFE is provided with Patriot3’s exclusive P3M Engine Cage that provides protection to the engine hood, 
multiple hand-grab areas for engine management and areas for equipment mounting options. The MFE’s low 
reflection, tactical black paint, and minimal operating sound levels ensure that the operator can worry less about 
being detected by enemy combatants. The proprietary De-Watering System allows the operator to use the 
engine in the harshest marine environments so they can take it anywhere in any condition.

MULTI-FUEL ENGINES



THE COMPANY

Patriot3, an American owned Small Business began operations in Quantico, 
Virginia in May 2000 to provide specialized equipment for Special Forces and 
Law Enforcement worldwide.  Today, Patriot3 has four divisions that include, 
Ballistic Products, Elevated Tactics Systems, Maritime and Kinetics.

Patriot3 employs a full staff of Engineers, Sales and Field Representatives, Office 
and Production personnel at their Corporate Headquarters in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia.  Day-to-day operations are much the same today as they were in the 
beginning. Patriot3’s dynamic staff  enjoys meeting the challenges of development, 
engineering, manufacturing, marketing and training of unique, state of the art 
tactical and maritime equipment. 

Patriot3 enjoys a reputation as a premier provider and authority in tactical 
operations and specialty maritime products, as well as being a leader in innovation 
and winner of the prestigious Spirit of NTOA, Small Business Administration’s 
Exporter of the Year and GovSec Homeland Security Awards.  Patriot3 has 
products in operation all over the world and has exported to more than 40 
countries. 

Patriot3 strives to offer next generation products developed for unprecedented 
mobility and ease of use that address their client’s latest challenges.  Patriot3 
always has numerous new products in all stages of development as well as 
continuing to upgrade and refine products currently in use.

Patriot3 Associates are eager to work with operators to find simple, viable 
solutions for the challenges they encounter in the field as well as ensuring 
Patriot3 products remain cutting edge and a step above. 

ABOUT PATRIOT3

Patriot3’s (P3X) engineering is a bold and visionary team of highly skilled professionals 
that provides innovative products to assist in stealth and safety operations. P3X uses the 
principles of energy, material science, electronics and mechanics to design and manufacture 
machines and equipment of all types used by Military and Law Enforcement agencies 
worldwide. Using top level analysis, design, and synthesis, P3X puts new, exciting products 
into the hands of customers using the latest technology and progressive ideas.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT



Patriot3 Elevated Tactics
Patriot3 is the worldwide leader in Elevated Tactics Systems (ETS). Our 
vehicle mounted systems permit elevated access to buildings, aircraft, 
trains and buses; assisting special units and rescue teams to take control 
of difficult situations.

Patriot3 Ballistics
Patriot3 is a premier provider of lightweight, mobile ballistic products 
and shields. Our product line includes a wide range of patented personal 
protection shields, ballistic fragmentation systems and mobile ballistic 
barriers.

Patriot3 Maritime
Patriot3 offers a variety of innovative specialty equipment for waterborne 
operations. Our products are designed to enhance mobility, stealth and 
quick-strike capabilities in unforgiving environments.

Patriot3 Kinetics
Patriot3’s newest division, P3K, was established to develop and 
manufacture ballistic measurement and instrumentation for tactical, 
military and ballistic test range applications.  P3K also performs research, 
design, development, integration and support of ground based radar and 
airborne sensor systems designed to operate in severe and demanding 
environments.

Apollo Australia Pty Ltd 
Unit 4/36 Holbeche Road Arndell Park
Sydney NSW 2148 Australia
www.apollomilitary.com
Email: info@apollomilitary.com
Phone: 61 2 9620 9577

Made in USA
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